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Abstract 

Several methods exist to estimate the power consumption of combinational circuits. The con
ventional methods arebasedon logic simulation. New methods use a probabilis tic approach. 
The model used for pro babilistic power estimation uses uses a zero or general delay model. A 
zero delay model is basedon single-input switching and a general delay model on multiple
input switching. Using a general delay model it is possible to detect glitches which contribute 
to the total power consumption. This glitching effect can be decreased by inertial delay filter
ing. These different methods are implemented in two programs. Testing these programs for 
30 different circuits ranging in size from one to 178 gates gives results which are compared on 
accuracy and run-time. Finally the statistkal behaviaris found by estimating the total circuit 
power 20 times. In every run different circuit capacities are used. This represents variations 
in interconneet wire-length and technology tolerances. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

With the emergence of battery-operated applications that demand intensive computation in 
a portable environment, power analysis and optimization has become one of the most impor
tant problems to be solved by computer-aided design tools. lt has become a very serious re
quirement that integrated circuits have limited power dissipation, therefore an accurate sim
wation of power dissipation in an early stage of design has become highly desirable. 

Power dissipation in integrated circuits is closely related to the choice of technology, circuit 
design, logic design, and the choice of architecture. One of the major reasons for the use of 
CMOS technologyin the current VLSI designs is that power dissipation in CMOS circuits is 
significantly lower than in other technology circuits at comparable speeds. However, with 
the tremendous increase of the number of devicesin VLSI and the ever-increasing number of 
portable applications, such as hand-held telephones and lap-top computers, requiring low 
power and high throughput, it has become increasingly important to reduce power dissipa
tion. Hence, low power circuit design has become essential. 

The first step in low power circuit design is the estimation of dissipated power. Using the re
sult of this estimation it is possible to change the circuit design and to compare the dissipated 
power of the changed design against the original. This strategy can be repeated several times 
to reach an acceptable circuit design solution with respect to power dissipation. 

To reduce the power dissipation a new element in the cost function for circuit design must be 
introduced. This element is a measure of the estimated power dissipation in this new circuit. 
Optimizing this circuit for low power can be achieved by observing the power part in the 
cost function. It is extremely important to have an accurate and fast method for estimating 
the circuit power. These aspects, accurate and fast power estimation, will be handled in this 
thesis report. 
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Chapter 2 

Problem Description 

This chapter describes the problern of power estirna ti on. First the power dissipation in CMOS 
logic will be analyzed. The next step describes how to use the single cell power consurnption 
for estirnation of the overall dissipated power in a circuit. 

2.1 CMOS Power Dissipation 

The power dissipated in circuits, designed in CMOS technology, is forrned by three rnain 
sources: 

• switching curren ts 

• short-circuit currents 

• leakage currents 

The leakage currents are very srnall in CMOS circuits and can be neglected for power estirna
tion. The short-circuit currents depend on the capacitive load of the the gate and can becorne 
as high as 10%. However, this is generally rnuch lower and is therefore not included in power 
estirnation. 

The rernaining problern is forrned by the switching currents. This switching component, re
sulting frorn the charging and discharging of the load capacitors, dorninates in the total power 
consurnption. It is referred to as dynarnic power dissipation. This dynarnic power consurnp
tion fora CMOS gate, with a loading capacitor Ctaad, is given by the equation: 

where Ctoad is the loading capacitance, 
veld is the supply voltage, 
f is the doek frequency, 
p1 is the probability of a power consurning transition. 

3 
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4 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

In this report a signal change from zero to one or from one to zero will be called a transition. A 
power consuming transition is defined as a zero to one transition, because only by this transition 
power from the supply is consumed. A one to zero transition is nothing else but a discharge of 
a nodal capacitance, so no power from the supply is dissipated. Because zero to one and oue to 
zero transitions always alterna te, the number of transitionsin a circuit will be approximately 
twice as large as the number of power consuming transitions, therefore Pt has a value of 0.5. 

With aid of equation 2.1 the power dissipation of one circuit node can be calculated. For 
total circuit power this must be calculated for allnodesof the circuit. The calculation uses the 
assumption tha t every node changes from zero to one and from one to zero. Th is is of course not 
true, many nodes don't switch that aften or some of them switch even more aften than two 
times in one single doek cyde. To take this effect in account a transition density is introduced 
which represents the number of transitionsin one doek cyde. 

For gate number n this results into equation: 

Pdyn,n = 0.5 * Ctoad,n * Vid * J * Dn 

where Ctoad,n is the loading capacitance at node n, 
Vdd is the supply voltage, 
f is the doek frequency, 
Dn is the transition density at node n. 

The total consumed circuit power is now given by: 

Pcircuit = L Pdyn,n 
gates 

2.2 Analysis of CMOS Power Consumption 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Formula 2.2 describes the consumed power in a gate as a function of four varia bles. These 
variables must be known to evaluate the power in a circuit. For abstraction it is allowed to 
leave out the doek frequency because this is a scalar which is equal for all gates in the circuit. 

The supply voltage property is also a constant and can also be left out for calculation. Thus 
the evaluation of equation 2.2 consists now of determining Ctoad,n and Dw The estimated 
power in Watts is now expressed in Joules. 

The Ctoad,n represents the total capacity at a node which consistsof gate capacity and wire 
capacity. The gate capacity is technology dependent and is caused by the parasitic capaci
ties. In a typical CMOS two-input NAND gate (figure 2.1) the major parasitic capacities are: 
C 9 ate_gnd Csource_gnd and Cdrain_gnd· 

The wire capacity is formed by the interconneet wires between the gates. These capacities 
can become quite large if many gates are connected to one single gate output (fan-out > 1). 
In large circuits the interconneet wires can be very long and have a large ca pa city accordingly. 
Also the gate capacities of the input transistors in the connected gates are a considerable ca
pacitive load addition. 
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Figure 2.1: Two input CMOS NAND gate 

The transition density Dn is the other unknown value in the estimation process. Calculation 
of this value is not very easy. The transition density at a node, also called switching activ
ity, is dependent on the activity of its predecessors. This relation must be followed until the 
primary circuit inputs are found. 

The calculation is not as straightforward as described above, because a lso a dela y model must 
betaken into account. Also other effects like glitching and spatial correlations may have a 
significant influence. 

This thesis report is mainly focused on the influence of these effects on the power calculation 
with respect to the accuracy. Special attention is paid on glitching and on filtering of these 
glitches by inertial delays. 

5 
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Chapter 3 

Probability and Density 

In this chapter basic statistic theory is discussed concerning stochastic 0-1 processes and tran
sition density. 

3.1 Stochastic 0-1 processes 

Let x(t), t E ( -oo, +oo ), be a stochastic process that takes the values 0 or 1, changing state 
between them at random times. Such a process is called a 0-1 process. A stochastic process 
is said to be Strict-Sense Stationary (SSS) if its statistkal properties are invarianttoa shift of 
the time origin. 

When :r(t) is SSS, then the probability that it takes the value 1 at any given timet, denoted 
by P{ x(t) = 1 }, which is equal to its mean or expected value E[x(t)] at that time, is a constant, 
independent of time. This value is referred to as the equilibrium probability of :r( t ), denoted by 

P(:r) ~ P{x(t) = 1}. Since :r(t) is also mean-ergodic, then: 

1 ±1: 
lim - j 2 

x(t) = E[x(t)] = P(x) 
T--+oo T -T 

2 

(3.1) 

Let nx(T) denote the random number of transitionsof x(t) in ( -[, ±f]. When :r(t) is SSS, 
then E[nx(T)] depends only on T, and is independent of the location of the time origin. 

The ratio E[nx(T)]/T is the expected number of transitionsper unit time. We will refer to it 

as the transition density of x(t), to be denoted by D( x) ~ E[nx(T)]/T. 

Let z(t) ~ -fhnx(t) be the output of a differentiator whoseinput is nx(t). The process z(t) is 
an impulse train that can be written as: 

+oo 
z(t) = L b(t- ti) (3.2) 

-z=-oo 

where the t/s are the transition time points of x(t). Since a differentiator is a linear system, 
we have: 

7 
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d 
E[z(t)] = dtE[nx(t)] = D(x) (3.3) 

Therefore, z( t) has a constant rnean. 

±I 
. nx(T) . 1 J 2 lnn -- = lnn T z(t)dt = E[z(t)] = D(x) 

T--.oo T T--.oo -T 
2 

(3.4) 

3.2 Random Logic Signals 

Let x( t) be a logic signal that switches with zero rise and fall times between its 0 and 1 value. 
It is clear that x(t) can be thought of as a sample of a stochastic 0-1 process :r(t). lf x(t) is SSS 
and mean-ergodic, then in view of equation 3.1 

1 ±I 
lim - j 2 

:r ( t) = P (x) 
T--.oo T -T 

2 

(3.5) 

which means: "P( x) is, asymptotically, the fraction of time that x( t) spends in the 1 state." 

Similarly, in view of equation 3.4, we have: 

lim nx(T) = D(x) 
T--.oo T 

(3.6) 

Thus "D( :z:) is, asymptotically, the average number of transitions of :z:( t) per unit time." D( :r) 
is called the transition density. The two results 3.5 and 3.6 provide the essentiallink between 
physical reality (the quantities on the left hand side) and the stochastic measures P( x) and 
D(x). 

a 

b 

c 
Time 

Figure 3.1: Transition Density 

For example figure 3.1 shows three logic signals. Signal a,b and c all have the same proba
bility of 0.5, but the signal densities are nat the same. Signal a has a density of 2, meaning 
two transitions per unit time. Signal b makes 3 transitions per unit time and signal c 6 tran
sitions. From tigure 3.1 can be observed that probability and density are two independent 
properties, except in two special cases: if the probability of a signal x(t) is 0 or 1, no signal 
transitions can be made resulting in zero transition density. 
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3.3 Logic Problem Definition 

Consider a multi-input multi-output logic module M, whose outputs are boolean functions 
of its inputs, as shown in figure 3.2. 

input 1 output 1 

input 2 output 2 

M 

input i output m 

Figure 3.2: Logic module M 

We now consider the problem of propagating equilibrium probabilities and densities from 
the module inputs to its outputs. Since the internat structure of Mis not known, the problem 
is actually even more generic than that, and can be expressed as "given a boolean function 
f( Xt, •.• , xn) and that each Xi can be high with a probability P( x i), what is the probability 
that fis high?" An easy way for representing these functions is based on Binary Decision 
Oiagrams (BOOs). 

3.4 Transition Density Calculation 

The next step is the density propagation problem. Using a boolean difference it is possible to 
calculate the propagation function. 

If y is a boolean tunetion that depends on x, then the boolean difference of y with respect to 
x is defined as: 

óy !:::,. 
- y 
Óx 

(3.7) 

where EB denotes the exclusive-or operation. Note that, if x is an input and y is an output of 
M, then óy I óx is a boolean function that does notdepend on x, but may depend on all other 
inputs of M. Therefore, óy I óx and x are independent. A crudal observation is that if óy I ó:c is 
1, every transition at x will cause a transition at y. Output y does never change when input 
x changes if óy I óx is 0. 

The transition densities D(y;) of a logic module at its outputs Yj(t),j = 1, ... , mcan now be 
written as a function of its input densities D( x;): 

9 
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n (8 ) D(yj) = 2: P Yj D(xi) 
. 1 8.r:, ,_ 

(3.8) 

If the function resulting frorn the boolean difference operation is available, its probability can 
be evaluated. This results in evaluating the probability of a boolean function knowing the 
probability of its inputs. 

3.4.1 Transition Density Calculation Exarnple 

For exarnple the output transition density of a two-input AND gate, shown in figure 3.3, can 
be calculated using equations 3.7 and 3.8: 

a 

-------11 )f----- x 
b 

Figure 3.3: Two input AND gate 

Given the logic function :r:( a, b) = a· b the boolean difference of the output can be calculated 
in relation to an input using equation 3.7: 

ox1~,b) = :r:(a,b) la=l ffix(a,b) la=O 

=? :r:(l, b) m f(O, b) = 1 · b m 0 · b = b m 0 = b 

ox(a,b) - b 
oa -

. '1 f . b ox( a b) sirni ar or mput : ob' = a 

substitute these results in equation 3.8: D(x) = P ( oxi~,b)) D(a) + P cx;,~,b)) D(b) 

result is: D(x) = P(b) · D(a) + P(a) · D(b) 

This exarnple shows that the transition density of an output node x can be easily calculated 
using equations 3.7 and 3.8 cornbined with the given input probability and density. 



Chapter4 

Power Estimating Models 

Power estimation can be done in different ways. Every model used for estimation has its own 
advantages and disadvantages. In this chapter different model aspects are described. 

4.1 Circuits 

Two sorts of circuits can be analyzed for power consumption: 

• combinational circuits 

• sequentia} circuits 

Estimation of power consumption for sequentia} circuits is different from combinational cir
cuits. In a sequentia} circuit signal transitionscan only occur at the rising or falling edge of a 
doek transition, whereas, a blockof combinationallogic can have very different input signa Is 
which have no time correlation at all. 

The dissipated power in a sequentia} circuit consistsof two parts. The first part is the power 
consumed by the doek signal. This can be rather large in big circuits because the doek signal 
must be connected to all docked devices spread out all over the chip. This results in long 
wires resulting in large capacities. The second part consists of the internal signal transitions 
in the docked devices. 

In combinational circuits, where the inputs are only stimulated at a doek edge, power is dis
sipated until the latest signal has reached a stabie state. Every transition, useful or not, con
tributes to the total power consumption. 

Most sequentia} circuits have a blockof combinationallogic between latehes or other docked 
devices. Because the inputs of the combinational blocks are formed by the outputs of a se
quentiallogic block, all the input transitions occur at exactly the same time. A decoupling 
can be made to estimate the power in the combinational and sequentia} part of the circuit 
independent of each other. 

An impravement of this methad is possible by taking signal correlations into account. These 
are called spatial correlations between inputs. It is even possible todetermine the behavior 
of the sequentia} blocks in time. This behavior is also known as temporal correlations. 

11 
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4.2 Input Modeling 

The choke of the input model has a big influence on the power consurnption. Of irnportance 
are: 

• single input switching 

• multiple input switching 

There are two input sirnulation rnodels which can be used. The fist model, called single input 
switching, is basedon the situation that only one input changes at a time. In the other model, 
called multiple input switching, several or all inputs can change state sirnultaneously. 

The calculation rnethod basedon boolean difference implies a single input switching model. 
The reason is that by using the difference the influence of one input on the output density 
is calculated. This is repeated for all inputs of the circuit which results in the total transition 
density for this output. 

By exarnination the contribution of each input separately it is assurned that each input is in
dependent of the others, in other words only one input switches at a time. By using this inde
pendency of the inputs it is obvious that spatial input correlations are nat taken into account. 

The boolean difference calculation cannot be applied to the multiple input switching model, 
instead a syrnbolic sirnulation rnethod must be used (see section 4.3.3). 

4.3 Delay Modeling 

For the power calculation one of the following delay rnodels must be chosen: 

• zero delay model 

• unit delay model 

• general delay model 

Delay rnadeling can be split up in two separate approaches: zero delay rnadeling and unitor 
general delay rnodeling. 

Zero Delay Model 

A zero delay model implies no delays at all in the circuit. This results in a circuit representa
tion of two levels, input and output level. Using this model the outputs of a circuit are rep
resented as a boolean function of the prirnary inputs. 

Power estirnation of this model consistsof taking the boolean difference of all inputs in the 
expression for this output. The next step is evaluating the probability of the boolean differ
ence result and finally this is multiplied with the input density. This calculation procedure 
is repeated for all outputs. The results are surnrned, representing the total circuit transition 
activity. 
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The rnain advantage is, that this is a fast rnethod for obtaining inforrnation a bout the density 
of prirnary circuit outputs. 

The rnain disadvantage is that timing problerns, which can result in glitches or hazards, are 
nottaken into account by this delay model. 

Unit and General Delay Model 

A general delay model is a circuit model which takes the effect of signal delay into account 
resulting frorn charging and discharging the circuit capacities at every gate. Unit delay rna
deling is a special case of general delay. A unit delay model represents every circuit delay in 
a nurnber of fixed unit delays. A general delay can have any arbitrary value, therefore, a unit 
delay model can be represented by a general delay model. 

Calculation of the transition densities of a general dela y model is different frorn the zero dela y 
model. This is because an output can only change its statewhen its inputs change. These 
inputs are mostlynot prirnary circuit inputs but outputs ofpredecessing nodes. Therefore, the 
transitionsof all internal predecessing nodes must be known in order to calculate the correct 
output transition density. 

4.3.1 Unit Delay Model 

Even under the idealization of a unit-delay model, the gate outputnodesof a multUevel net
work can have multiple transitionsin responsetoa two-vector input sequence. In fact, it is 
possible fora gate outputto have as rnany transitionsas levels in the network. 

The boolean functions are constructed descrihing the gate outputs at the discrete points in 
time implied by the unit-delay model. In this rnanner only discrete times, t, t + 1, ... , t + l are 
considered, where t is the time when the inputs change frorn VOto Vt, and lis the nurnber 
of levels in the network. 

For each gate output i, syrnbolic sirnulation is used to construct the l + 1 boolean functions 
J;(t + j),j E 0, ... , l which evaluate to 1 if the gate's output is 1 at timet+ j. Note that it 
is assurned that no gate has zero delay and that the network has settled before the inputs 
are changed frorn VOto V1, wheTej;(t) is the logic function perforrned for VO at the i1h gate 
output. 

Finally, it can be deterrnined whether a transition occurs at a boundary between discrete time 
intervalst + j and t + j + 1 by exclusive-OR'ing J;(t + j) with J;(t + j + 1). 

4.3.2 General Delay Model 

To deterrnine an output transition in a general delay model a sirnilar strategy as in the unit 
delay model is followed. The only difference is that a transition can occur at any time, not just 
on a multiple of a unit time-step. The rnethod for transition calculation using input-veetors 
is called syrnbolic sirnulation. 

13 
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4.3.3 Symbolic Simulation 

A gate output can only change when its inputs change, and then only if the boolean func
tion describing the gate evaluates differently. For example, a 2-input AND gate's output will 
change between doek cyde t and t + 1 if 

(4.1) 

evaluates to 1, where i1 ( t ), i2( t) and i 1 ( t + 1 ),i2( t + 1) are the inputs to the gate at doek cyde 
tandt+ 1 respectively. 

To compute the average power dissipated in a combinational network a similar approach is 
used. A two-vector input sequence is needed to to stimulate the activity in static gates. A 
logic output will switch with a change in the primary input vector from VOto Vt if: 

f; = ((h;(VO) = 0) !\ (h;(Vt) = 1)) V ((h;(VO) = 1) !\ (h;(Vt) = 0)) (4.2) 

or denoted as j; = h;(VO) tB h;(Vt) (4.3) 

is satistied, where h; is the logic function conesponding to gate g;'s output. The average 
power dissipated in the networkis the computed by using equation 4.2. The probability of 
the transition function j; is calculated, resulting in a transition probability D;. This value is 
inserted in equation 2.2 resulting in the power consumption for the transition of this gate. 

4.3.4 Symbolic Simulation Example 

Consider the multilevel combinational circuit shown in tigure 4.1. It has four primary inputs 
and one output and consistsof four CMOS gates. Figure 4.2 shows the signal transitions at 
the primary input nodes of the network. The time points are in normalized units. The tirst 
three inputs, i 1, i2 and i;3 switch simultaneously at time point 0. The fourth input, i4, is a late 
arriving signal that switches between the time points 5 and 6. In this example, the delays of 
both gate 1 and gate 2 are one time unit. Gate 2 has a delay of two units while gate 4 has a 
delay of four units. In tigure 4.2 the wavefarms e;'s, representing the signals at the outputs 

il __ --l el 
2 

i2 ________ ~ 
.·········································· . . 

4 
i3 ___ ____, e3 

e4 
i4 
--------------------------------~~--------~ 

....................... ---··········· ---

Figure 4.1: A multilevel combinational circuit 

of the logic gates, are shown. Each of the possible transitions, ei,j represents either a low-to
high or high-to-low signal transition. The number of all possible transitions at a gate output 
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i1 =>< 
i2 D< 
i3 D< 
i4 

el 

e2 

e3 

e4 
I 

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Figure 4.2: Signal wavefarms 

9 10 

Normalized 
Time 

may equal the sum of all possible transitions at the gate inputs. These transitions are delayed 
by the gate's propagation delay. 

4.4 Accuracy Aspects 

Some effects must be taken into account fora correct and accurate power calculation. The 
most important effect is glitching. This effect can contribute significantly to the total power 
dissipation of a logic circuit. The most important effects are explained in this section, i.e.: 

• glitching 

• inertial delay 

• temporal correlations 

• spatial correlations 

4.4.1 Glitching 

A unitor general delay model must be used to detect glitches because there is no glitching in 
a zero delay model. To detect these glitches a description in time is needed beside the logical 
function. This timedescription indicates when signals switch state. 

15 
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As can beseen from figure 4.1 and 4.2 alllogic functions of the inputs of a gate must be 
known at any time in order to calculate the output. Using a symbolic simulation it is possible 
to calculate thesestatesin time. 

f----out 

Figure 4.3: Glitching in a CMOS circuit 

For example take the circuit of figure 4.3 which consistsof an AND gate and an inverter, both 
ha ving the same delay (1 time-unit). If the input vector is< 0, 0 > and the circuit is in a stabie 
state, then the output of the AND is zero. A transition in the next state to < 1, 1 >, results 
in an output state change one time unit later. Because of the delay of the inverter the output 
out becomes zero another time unit later. Thus changing the input vector from < 0, 0 > to 
< 1, 1 > results in two output transitions, a zero to one and a one to zero transition. Because 
the initialand final state of the output out are equal, two useless transitions have taken place 
in between: a glitch. 

4.4.2 Inertial Delays 

As seen in section 4.4.1 glitching can easily occur even in small circuits. In larger circuits 
where the delays of the gates differ a small fraction from each other, the number of glitches 
can increase significantly. 

Beside the transport delay, there is also an inertial delay in every gate. This inertial delay, 
being the time the gate needs to change state, has a filtering effect on glitches. If the input 
pulse of a gate is shorter than the inertial delay, the gate cannot follow this pulse. In that case 
the output state remains unchanged. This filtering effect is important for estimating power 
and must be incorporated in the simulation model for obtaining more accurate values. 

4.4.3 Temporal Correlations 

Temporal correlation is the correlation of statesof the input sequence of an input as a function 
of time. As example: aftera zero to one transition the input stays one during the following 
3 doek cycles. Temporal correlations require a fundamental knowledge of the input signal 
behavior in time, what is not always possible during the design phase of a circuit. 

All models described in this thesis report don't take temporal correlations into account. Con
siclering no temporal correlations makes the inputs independent. Therefore, the transition 
probability can be derived from the signal probability according to equation 5.4. 

4.4.4 Spatial Correlations 

Spatial correlations describe the relation between the internal signals of the circuit or between 
the inputs of the circuit. An example of a spatial correlation between inputs is that two in-
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puts always have the same value. lnternal spatial correlations, e.g. re-convergent outputs, 
are correlations which arise if an outputsignalof a gate is distributed to severallogic blocks. 

In a symbolic simulation the effect of internal spatial correlation is incorporated. However, 
none of the methods mentioned in this report make use of the spatial correlations on the in
puts. 

For example: the transition density of a two input AND gate is (see section 3.4.1): 
D(x) = P(b) · D(a) + P(a) · D(b). 
The case where signal b has the opposite level of signal a resulting in a continuous output
level of one for this gate. This means that the output transition density must be zero. This 
example shows an overestirnation if the spatial input correlation is not taken into account. 

Consider the above described circuit only now with input a and b tied together. The output 
density must be equal to the input density because the AND gate is used as a buffer. But using 
equation D(x) = P(b) · D(a) + P(a) · D(b) in this case changes to D(x) = :2 * P(in) · D(in). 
The expected relation would be D( x) = D( in) thus the factor :2 * P( in) is responsible for the 
deviation of reality. When :2 * P( in) is larger than one this circuit gives an overestimation, 
when :2 * P( in) is smaller than one it gives an underestimation of the switching activity. 

17 
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Chapter 5 

Circuit Power Estimation 

This chapter describes four different programs for evaluating switching activity. SLS and SIS 
are widely known programs. Log_dens and log_pattern are programs developed during this 
thesis project. Also the properties for setting up a simulation are described. 

5.1 Programs for Power Estimation 

5.1.1 SLS 

SLS is a switch-level simulator, which can simulate the logkal and timing behavior of digital 
CMOS circuits. The circuit to be simulated can bedescribed at transistor level, gate leveland 
functionallevel. SLS generates an output file with logic levels of all inputs and outputs of a 
circuit. For correct circuit activity simulation these levels must be converted to transitions. 
This is done by counting the one to zero and zero to one transitions for every signal. Using 
a general delay model requires a file with circuit capacities. To simulate the circuit, input 
veetors must be supplied. Using these veetors tagether with the given circuit capacities, the 
logic levels in the circuit are calculated. If a signal changes more than once its state between 
two succeeding input vectors, it is obviously a glitch. After all nodes have reached their stabie 
state, the next input vector can be applied. This process must continue until the total number 
of transitionsin a fixed time interval reaches a stabie value. This method is unfortunately not 
possible with SLS because the total set of input veetors must be given to start the simulation. 
The simulation can't give intermedia te results but the whole set of input veetors must be used 
to complete the simulation. The only way to use this simulation method is to apply a surplus 
of input vectors. A practical value giving good results even on circuits up-to 200 gates are 
a bout 2000 input vectors. 

Because all states are explicitly calculated, internal spatial correlations (re-convergent output 
fanout) are automatically incorporated. Input veetors must be carefully chosen, they repre
sent simultaneously input density, input correlations and input probability. 

This switch-level-simulation gives realistic results about the circuit activity at every node. 
Therefore, this method provides reference values for camparing other methods in relation 
to accuracy, run time and glitching. 

19 
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5.1.2 SIS 

SIS is an algorithmic sequentia! circuit optimization program. In version 1.3 a power dissi
pation estimation package has been added, based on the method described by Ghosh in [2]. 
The average power dissipated in a circuit is given by: 

where V dd = 5V 
J= 20MHz 

2"' Ptot = 0.5 * Vdd * L)Pi * Ci) * f 

Pi= expected number of transitions of node i in one doek cyde 
ei = capacitive load of node i 

(5.1) 

The expected number of transitionsper doek cyde at each node is calculated through symbo
lic simulation, basedon the static probabilities of the primary inputs (by default P( :r = 1) = 
P( x = 0) = 0.5). The capacitive load of a node is obtained by summing the gate capacitances 
of its fanout nodes and adding some internal drain capacitance to it. This capacity value can 
also be given in an external data file. SIS supports three delay models: zero, unitand generaL 

Fora typkal gate the power is calculated by: 

Pavg = 0.5 * Ctoarl * (~lt/Tcyc) * E(tran.sition.s) (5.2) 

where Pavg denotes the average power, Ctoarl is the load capacitance, Vctd is the supply volt
age, Tcyc is the global doek period, and E(tran.sition.s) is the expected value of the number 
of gate output transitionsper global doek cyde, or equivalently the average number of gate 
output transitionsper doek cyde. All parameters in equation 5.1 can be determined from 
technology or circuit layout information except E( tran.sition.s ), which depends on the logic 
function being performed and the statistkal properties of the primary inputs. 

To compute E( tran.sition.s ), the power estimation packageuses the symbolic simulation method. 
Under a zero delay, unit delay or general delay model (where delays are obtained from li
brary cells), the symbolic simulation method takes into account the correlation due to re
convergence of input signals and accurately measures the switching activity, according to 
some given input probabilities. 

5.1.3 Log_dens 

Ouring this thesis project two power calculation tools were developed. Both are based on 
Binary Oecision Oiagrams (BOOs) [32]. 

The first tooi, called log_dens, incorporates a zero delay and a general delay model. The zero 
delay model calculates the dissipated circuit power using the boolean difference technique, 
the general delay model uses symbolic simulation. 

Zero Delay Model 

To explain the internals of zero delay power estimation program it is described using the fol
lowing pseudo code: 
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Program log_dens (zero delay model) 
{ 
Parse the .slif file which describes the circuit in boolean logic. 

Parse experiment file. This file contains the probability and transition density 
for every input. Also the ca padties for every node are declared in this file. 

Build the BDD for every output of the circuit. 

For all outputs do 
{ 
delermine the support set for this output. 
for x in support set do 

} 

{ 
trans = boolean difference of this outputto input x 
calculate the probability of trans 
add to this output density: probability * input density 
} 

Dissipated power of a output is: transition density *node capacitance. 

Output results: total transition density, total dissipated power. 
} 

General Delay Model 

The general delay based method in log_dens shares the input parsing section with the zero 
delay program. 

Because this rnethod is based on syrnbolic simulation it is not possible to build the BDD for 
the circuit outputs directly. These output BDDs arebuildas last step in the simulation. 

The calculation starts by determining the initia} and next state value of all inputs. The transi
tion tirnes of the successors of each input are put in the Event list. These tirnes are found by 
using the capacitive load of the gate as delay value. 

When all inputs have made their transition frorn the initia! state to the next state the first sig
nal going to change must be found. This signal is the first eventin time frorn the Event list. 

Theevent is processed by exclusive-OR'ing the old state value and the next state value, which 
results in the transition function. The probability of this function is determined resulting in 
a transition density. This value is multiplied with the node capacity and the result is stored 
in the signa!. 

The next step is putting all the succeeding signals of this node at the correct time in theEvent 
list. This time is found by adding the current delay value to the current time in the simulation. 

The next signa! to processis searched in theEvent listand is processed analog to the above. 
This continues until the Event list is empty. 

Finally some results including the total estimated power consumption and the total transition 
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density are printed. 

5.1.4 Log_pattem 

The log_pattern program is also basedon symbolic simulation. The symbolic simulation uses 
a different approach as the log_dens program. It is also possible to use the inertial delay fil
tering effect for short glitch removal. 

The symbolic simwation builcts a signal pattern, descrihing the states fora single node in 
time. Thus log_pattern knows all states fora single node for any time, in contrast to log_dens 
which knows the states for all nodes at one time. Knowing this time behavior it is possible to 
move a window over the pattern, ha ving a width equal to the inertial delay for filtering out 
short glitches. 

... 

... 

Figure 5.1: Glitch remaval in log_pattern 

As can beseen in figure 5.1 signals which change stateandreturn totheir initia! state within 
the inertial delay are not propagated through the circuit. The disadvantage of this method is 
an increase in run time for circuits withalotof glitching, because this is an expensive method 
in terms of run time. 

The value used for the inertial delay is one half of the transport delay. This is a very coarse 
predietien of reality. By using more accurate values the accuracy of the glitch remaval in
creases. 
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5.2 Input Vector Generation 

Generation of input veetors for the SLS method can be divided into two categories. The first 
category is changing only one input in every input-vector. The other one is changing a num
ber of inputs simultaneously. This is equivalent to respectively single input switching and 
multiple input switching. 

Because the temporal correlations of the inputs arenottaken into account, arelation between 
probability and density can be found. Evaluating a binary Markov source, tigure 5.2, gives 
the requested relation. 

POl 

P10 

Figure 5.2: Binary Markov souree 

A transition occurs if the variabie is in the one state (probability P11 = P( x = 1 )) and the next 
state is the zero state (probability P00 = P( x: = 0)). Thus the probability of changing from one 
to zero is: 

P10 = P(x = 1) * P(:z: = 0). (5.3) 

If the initial state is zero a similar strategy can be foliowed resulting in a state change prob
ability of: P01 = P(x = 1) * P(x: = 0). The probability fora signal to change its state is: 
Po1 + P10 = 2 * Po1 = 2 * P(x = 1) * P(x = 0) = 2 * P(x = 1) * (1- P(x = 1)). This results 
into: 

D(:z:) = 2 * P(x = 1) * (1- P(x: = 1)) (5.4) 

Generation of the input veetors for SLS, representing the single switching model is simple. 
The first step is togenera te a random vector, being the initial state. For every next time step 
one input state in the vector may change. The probability of this change is 0.5. The following 
time step an other or even the sameinput may change its state. This is repeated for as many 
veetors as needed. The transition density for an input is not 0.5 as shown in equation 5.4 but 
lower. This is because an input can change its state on average once in every n vectors, where 
nis the number of inputs. Thus, a single input modelbasedon input probability 0.5 gives an 
input transition density of 0.5/ n. 

Input veetors representing multiple input switching don't have this problem, because every 
input can change its state in each input vector. The transition density for everyinput is found 
by using equation 5.4. For everyinput this results in a probability of 0.5 and a transition 
density of 0.5. 

23 
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5.3 Capacities 

To obtain estimated values for node capacities a critica! path analysis using log_crit can be 
performed. The net-capadties and other propertiesfora chosen technology are estimated. 
The ca pa city values are given a random element ( -50% .. + 100%) representing tolerances in 
technology and length of interconneet wires. The capacities are very important for the total 
power calculation because the dissipated power is proportional tothese values (see equation 
5.2). The main problem is to use more realistic values but in this early design stage the wire 
lengths and gate capacities are not known. The bestoption is to use a value based on the 
gate's fanout and to use a margin of (-50% .. + 100%) representing technology and net-wiring 
tolerances. 

5.4 Statistics 

To obtain the sensitivity for small changes in circuit parameters all experiments have been 
simulated 20 times. During these simulations the input probabilities and densities remain 
constant. Only the delay values for every gate, caused by the capacitances, are changed (see 
section 5.3). 

The average, maximurn and minimum values from the circuit experiments are stared and the 
standard deviation, a measure for the sensitivity, is then calculated. 

5.5 G litching 

Power estimation methad basedon unitor general delay can detect glitches. 

Switch-level-simulation can detect glitches very well, because in a glitch free circuit every 
circuit node may change its state maximally one time between two successive input vectors. 
If a signal would change two times, it returns to its original value and therefore, makes a 
useless transition (see section 4.4.1). 

SIS has unfortunately no possibility to take the glitching effect into account. It is expected 
that this methad overestimates the circuit switching activity because the useless transitions 
are not detected. 

The log_dens program suffers from the same overestimation problem because it doesn't take 
the inertial delays into account. 

The log_pattern methad can detect glitches and uses the inertial delay filter effect to remave 
short glitches. It is expected this methad has less overestimation than the log_dens program 
and therefore, a lower total estimated power. 

Using a zero inertial delay for log_pattern, the power estimation results are exactly the same 
as the general delay log_dens method. Therefore, the amount of power consumption by glitches, 
which are filtered out by the inertial delay, causes the difference between the consumed power 
of log_dens and log_pattern with an non-zero inertial delay. 
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5.6 State Probability 

Totest the different power calculation methods on their correctness, a simulation for small cir
cuitscan be done. The result of these sirnulations can be compared to theoretically obtained 
values. This section describes how the transition pro ba bilities are found for small circuits e.g.: 
inverter, two input NAND and a 3 input NOR gate. 

Inverter: 

Table 5.1: Inverter states 

step zero state output next state output single 
0 0 1 0 1 * 
1 0 1 1 0 * 
2 1 0 0 1 * 
3 1 0 1 0 * 

Assuming an input probability of P(x = 1) = 0.5 results in a state probability of 0.25 (there 
are four states). The probability that the output makes no state change (step 0 and 3) is :2 * 
0.:25 = 0.5. The probability that the output makes a state change (step 1 and 2) is :2*0.:25 = 0.5. 
Thus for an inverter with input probability 0.5, the chance of an output state transition is 0.5. 

Two input NAND gate: 

Fora two input NAND gate these state calculations can be made, but here it must be taken 
into account whether a single input transition modelor a multiple input transition model is 
used. The state veetorscan beseen in table 5.2. The column 'zero state' denotes the initial in
put vector and the column 'next state' denotes the next state vector. A '01' in these columns 
means input 1 has a zero level and input 2 has a one level. The rows marked with an aster
isk are state transitions where only one input changesits state (single input switching). This 
example uses (Pin ( :c = 1) = 0.5). 

Evaluating the output transition as function of a multiple input transition gives: 
1 3 0 ---+ 0 = 16 0 ---+ 1 = 16 

1 ---+ 1 = 196 1 ---+ 0 = l'36 
This results in a probability of an output state transition of 

1
3
6 + 13

6 
= 0.375. The probability 

that the output state remains equal is 1
1
6 + 196 = 0.625. 

For evaluating the output state changes when using single input transitions the rows marked 
with asterisks are used. Because all these states are equally likely to occur, the probability of 
every step in the tableis 

1
1
2

• Hence: 
1 2 0---+0=12 Ü---+1=12 
7 2 

1 ---+ 1 = 12 1 ---+ 0 = 12 
This results in a probability of an output state transition of /

2 
+ /2 = 0.25. The probability 

that the output doesn't change state is / 2 + 172 = 0.75. 

Three input NOR gate: 

Fora three input NOR gate similar state transitionscan be found. Consiclering a multiple in
put switching model there are 64 states, 8 initial states * 8 next-states. The probability of every 
state is 6

1
4 • The probability for no change of output state is ~~ + i

4 
= 0.781. The probability of 

an output state transition is -l4 + Z
4 

= 0.219. 
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Table 5.2: NAND states 

step zero state output next state output single 
0 00 1 00 1 * 
1 00 1 01 1 * 
2 00 1 10 1 * 
3 00 1 11 0 
4 01 1 00 1 * 
5 01 1 01 1 * 
6 01 1 10 1 
7 01 1 11 0 * 
8 10 1 00 1 * 
9 10 1 01 1 
10 10 1 10 1 * 
11 10 1 11 0 * 
12 11 0 00 1 
13 11 0 01 1 * 
14 11 0 10 1 * 
15 11 0 11 0 * 

The nurnber of transitions that can be made using a single input transition model is 32. The 
probability of a non output state change is ~~ + .]2 = 0.844. The probability of an output state 
transition is :f2 +~i= 0.156 

It is expected that transition densities found with SLS simulation, using single and multiple 
input switching, are closetothese theoretica! values. Table 5.3 shows the theoretica} values 
and the simulated values using SLS. 

Table 5.3: State change probability 

Switching method In verter 2-input NAND 3-input NOR 
Theory 
single input 0.5 0.25 0.156 
multiple input 0.5 0.375 0.219 
Si mulation 
SLS single 0.521 0.269 0.135 
SLS multiple 0.510 0.364 0.220 

5.7 Overview Methods and Programs 

This section shows an overview for all described delay rnodels and accuracy effects. In table 
5.4 the relations are given between the sirnulation and estimation programs and the effects or 
methods. The accuracy row gives a rneasure for the different calculation methods compared 
to SLS multiple. 
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Table 5.4: Overview power estimation methods 

SLS SLS SIS log_dens log_pattern zero 
single multiple delay 

calculation 
simulation yes yes no no no no 
probabilis tic 
estimation no no yes yes yes yes 
inputmodel 
single input 
switching yes no no no no yes 
multiple input 
switching no yes yes yes yes no 
symbolic 
simulation no no yes yes yes no 
effects 
glitching yes yes yes yes yes no 
inertial de la y yes yes no no yes no 
correlations 
re-convergent 
outputs yes yes yes yes yes no 
temporal 
correlations no no no no no no 
run time high high moderate low low very low 
accuracy low reference moderate moderate high low 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

6.1 Test Circuits 

To campare the power estirnation programs, small circuits from the LGSynth91 Combina
tional Multi Level benchmark set are used. A few special test circuits, not in the LGSynth91 
test set, are added to test the glitching effect. All the circuits are technology mapped using 
SIS on a library consisting of an inverter, 2, 3 and 4 input NAND gates and 2, 3 and 4 input 
NOR gates. The circuit sizes of this test set can be seen in table 6.1. 

Circuit 0, 1, 2 and 3 are single gate circuits. These are used to test the accuracy of the calcu
lation programs. Glitching is not possible in a single gate, therefore, the single input switch
ing calculation methods must have exactly the same dissipated power. The multiple input 
switching programs must also have exactly the same results for these circuits. For the in
verter the single and multiple switching methods must have the same results because there 
is only one input. 

Circuit 4, 5, 7 and 8 are nota part of the LGSynth91 benchmark set. These circuits are used 
to detect glitch activity. The schematic layout of these circuits is given in appendix A.1. 

The xorglitch circuit, is a very interesting circuit (fora schematic layout see appendix A.1). 
It is a mapped XOR gate, with one input connected to the output of an inverter. The other 
input of the XOR gate and the input of the in verter are tied tagether and form the only circuit 
input. This circuit produces only glitches. It is useful for testing the inertial delay filtering. 

29 
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Table 6.1: Circuit sizes 

no. circuit #inputs #outputs #gates 
0 inverter1 1 1 1 
1 nor-21 2 1 1 
2 nand-21 2 1 1 
3 nor-31 3 1 1 
4 nandtreesmall2 4 1 3 
5 xorglitch2 1 1 6 
6 C17 5 2 6 
7 nandtree2 8 1 7 
8 overestima te2 3 3 9 
9 majority 5 1 10 
10 nandtreebig2 16 1 15 
11 cm138a 6 8 17 
12 cm42a 4 10 21 
13 cm152a 11 1 24 
14 cm82a 5 3 28 
15 decod 5 16 34 
16 cmb 16 4 43 
17 cm163a 16 5 50 
18 CU 14 11 51 
19 cm162a 14 5 53 
20 z4ml 7 4 65 
21 parity 16 1 75 
22 cm150a 21 82 82 
23 pelerS 27 17 101 
24 mux 21 1 104 
25 ldd 9 19 104 
26 unreg 36 16 126 
27 lal 26 18 128 
28 count 35 16 167 
29 eB 28 17 178 

1 smgle gates. 
2 these circuits are described in Appendix A 1. 
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6.2 Simulation Results 

6.2.1 Power Dissipation 

Figure 6.1 shows the average dissipated power obtained with different calculation methods. 
The x-axis shows the circuit numbers in increasing circuit size. 

The first observation from this figure is that all circuits dissipate more power with increasing 
circuit size. An other observation is that the parity circuit (number 21) shows big differences 
for the estimated power using different methods. The schematic layout of this circuit can be 
found in appendix A.2. 

The multiple input simulation methad using SLS is seen as the ideal power calculation re
sult. Figure 6.2 shows the estimated power for the other methods normalized on these SLS 
multiple values. 

The fust observation from this figure is the large power peak of the parity circuit (21). The 
second observation is that all methods are above the SLS multiple normalization line. This 
means that all methods overestimate the dissipated circuit power. The power of single gate 
circuits (1, 2, 3) is overestimated by both single input calculation methods. This is because 
every input contribution is seen independently of the other inputs as a result of using the 
boolean difference. Symbolic simuiatien does take this spatial correlation effect into account. 
Therefore, the results of log_dens and log_ pattem are exactly equal to the SLS multiple power. 

In figure 6.3 the comparison of the single switching methods is seen. For all examples the 
zero delay simulation is on average a few percent below the SLS single value except for the 
xorglitch circuit (5). 

Simultaneons input switching is compared in figure 6.4. The exact simulation results for sin
gle gates is logical, because glitches cannot occur. Circuits with glitching show a deviation of 
the SLS multiple value. For example the xorglitch circuit (5) shows this because this circuit 
produces only glitches at its output. 

The parity circuit (21), is an extreme example. Log_dens overestimates the power by 100%. 
Log_pattern filters the glitches but is still 60% above the real value. 

Generally the log_pattern estimation methods is better than the log_dens estimation method. 
Log_ pattem estimates the power within 25% overestimation for normal circuits. Circuits with 
much XOR functionality are not accurately estimated, for example circuits 5, 21 and 25. 

Finally the total estirnated power is shown in figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 for all the dif
ferent estimation methods. These figures show the average, maximaland minimalvalues for 
the estirnated power of 20 simulation runs. Randomizing the circuit capacities in a range of 
(-50% .. + 100%) results in minimaland maximalvalues of the estimated power which slightly 
differ from the average power. 

The circuits are a lso simulated using theSIS program. Because the results are exactl y the sa me 
as the log_dens results, SIS is not shown in these figures. 
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6.2.2 Circuit Glitching 

Figure 6.11 shows the glitching in percent of the total number of transitions. The SLS mul
tiple method experiences more glitching than the SLS single method. This is because more 
inputs switch simultaneously in SLS multiple, therefore, the chance of a glitch anywhere in 
the circuit increases. 

The xorglitch circuit (5) shows an equal result for both methods regarding the glitching per
centage, this is logical because this circuit has only one input. 

The overall glitching factor obtained with the SLS multiple method is less than 10% of the 
total number of transitions. Even the parity circuit (21) only glitches about 7%. This is sur
prisingly low consiclering the XOR circuit structure. 
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6.2.3 Statistica! Effects 

Figure 6.12 shows the statistkal effect on the total estirnated circuit power when the node 
ca padties are randomized in an interval of (-50% to + 100%). This figure shows the standard 
deviation of 20 simulation runs using different node capacities in every run. 

The first observation is that the SLS single curve has a higher SD than the others meaning 
this methad is more sensible for variations in node capacities. The SLS single curve gives an 
upper limit for the SD and the SLS single methad gives a lower limit. 

The BOD based methods are all a bout equally sensitive tonode capacity variations. The par
ity circuit (21) is the only exception. For this specific circuit the zero delay methad shows a 
relative larger sensitivity for variations than the other methods. 

Figure 6.13 shows the SD but now in percent of the total circuit power. It can beseen that the 
relative SD is lower in larger circuits. The explanation is that large circuits, with many node 
capacities, have an averaging effect on the capacity variations. E.g. the influence of one node 
capacity is almast nat noticeable in the estimated circuit power. 
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RESULTS 

6.2.4 Simulation Run-time 

Figure 6.14 shows the simulation run times for all circuits performed on a HP9000-735 99 
MHz workstation. 

The fust observation is that larger circuits use more calculation time. The second observation 
is that both SLS methods are much slower than the methods basedon BDDs. 

However, one exception exists: the xorglitch circuit (21). Log_pattern is very slow for this 
circuit because the outputs glitch very often. Therefore, the patterns for the output signals 
become very large. The inertial delay filter processes these large patterns consuming a con
siderable amount of time. 

Another observation is that the SLS multiple method is slower than the SLS single simulation 
method. This can be explained by the fact that more output signa! transitions occur for the 
sameset size of input veetors in the multiple input simulation. 

Figure 6.15 shows the simulation times for the BDD based estimation programs. The zero 
delay curve is almost on the x-axis, meaning it uses hardly any simulation time. The largest 
circuit (c8), consisting of 178 gates, is estimated in only 0.3 seconds. This is that short that this 
method can be used very well in an phase of circuit design. 

The SIS program, performing exact the same function as the log_dens program, is consider
ably slower. This can be explained by the inefficient implementation of the symbolic simula
tion in SIS. 

Log_dens is slightly faster in the power estimation than log_pattern as long as amount of 
glitches is not noticeable. The log_pattern program must be optimized for circuits experienc
ing many glitches such as the parity (21) and the mux (24) circuit. 

Basedon the simulation times log_pattern is the best choice for power estimation in combi
nationallogic circuits. If the circuit has XOR functionality the log_dens method is preferred. 
For a quick power indication the zero delay program is very good, but information about 
glitching or internal spatial correlations is lost. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

A switch-level-simulation is the most accurate methad for determining the dissipated power 
in a circuit because it counts the transitions and calculates the corresponding power dissipa
tion. Power dissipation can also be estimated using a probabilistic methad based on a zero 
or general delay method. 

The results obtained from the SLS methad using multiple input switching are used for reier
enee and can beseen as the optima} results which any estimation methad should give. 

The zero delay method, basedon calculating the boolean difference, compares excellent to the 
SLS single input switching method. The results differ maximal a few percent. Power estima
tion using a zero delay model gives a consequent overestimation of power compared to the 
multiple input switching SLS method. However, this value is a good upper limit for power 
consumption. Because this is also the fastest estimation methad it can be used for power es
timation based on a worst-case approach. 

Symbolic simulation, used in non zero dela y models, is an accurate methad for power estima
tion. It takes the re-convergent outputs into account and can even detect the power consumed 
by glitches. 

All power estimation methods basedon BDDs are very fast. The use of inertial delays, which 
give more accurate results, still results in a very fast estimation method. Log_pattern has a 
bad performance in run time compared to non-inertial delay methods for circuits which have 
very much glitching. But bath the SLS methods are much slower. For large circuits the run 
time is a bout one second per gate using 2000 input vectors. 

Randomizing circuit parameters has little effect on the total power consumption. Statistkal 
influences on the estimated power are very small, even when the circuit ca padties have vari
ations over a large range. 
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Chapter 8 

Future Work 

For accurate power estimation, the exact net-capacitances must be known. The random factor 
now used has no relation to an actual circuit layout. A large impravement would be if the 
net-capadties are derived from a router program. 

The SLS program, which delivers very accurate results, has one major disadvantage. It can
not detect the convergence of the total power while simulating the circuit. If this is possible 
the simulations will be more accurate because it stops when convergence is reached. In most 
cases this is faster than supplying a fixed number of input vectors. 

Internal spatial correlations are automatically incorporated into the symbolic simulation, but 
spatial correlations on inputs arenottaken into account. When these correlations are used, 
the overestimation will be hopefully lower. 

The effect of temporal correlations of input signals is not investigated. Especially in sequen
tia! circuits this can have a rather large effect. 

The log_dens and log_pattern methods are very fast, but the implementation is not optimal. 
An impravement in run time is expected after program optimization. 
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Appendix A 

Circuit Schematics 

A.l Special Test Circuits 

Figure Al: xorglitch circuit 

Figure A.2: Mapped xorglitch circuit 
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Figure A3: overestimate 
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Figure A.6: nandtreebig 
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A.2 LGSynth91 Circuits 
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Figure A.7: parity 


